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About This Content
Download the McLaren Racing Pack to receive the stunning McLaren MP4-12C GT3 and receive two routes to race at the
iconic Brands Hatch GP circuit.
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Title: GRID 2 - McLaren Racing Pack
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Racing, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Codemasters, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Release Date: 30 May, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8
Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:Intel HD Graphics 3000 / AMD HD2600 / NVIDIA Geforce 8600
DirectX®:11
Hard Drive:15 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X compatible soundcard
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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This is a very funny game with a funny story but it gets very boring when ur on the sharks last levels. But still very fun!. Yes.
And this is exactly one of the best VR titles I've seen on the HTC Vive.
Even though it's an arcade game and there is not thaaat much to it. But what it does, is great.
This game is not rich in content nor does it offer a lot of control in the game itself, however the game design, the game
mechanics and the reward system is brilliant. The feeling to "be there" is so relaxing and statisfying.
It was difficult to understand what the game was all about and how THAT could even be good. Especially by looking the trailers
it looked rather boring.
On a monitor with 2D mouse controls it would be dull. But in VR it looks and feels absolutely fantastic. The controls are highly
precise and it is such a challenge to really get it right, to get the combos right, to memorize the levels and enemies a little and
reach high scores.
Now what's missing would be even crazier worlds that could dynamically\/organically change, leave you in a strom or rain.
Highly polished and well thought out!. Pure history!. Verry bad

2/10. very goooooooood. When I first heard about this, I believed they had recorded cutscenes with the motion capture actors
and that they attempted to make them look almost indistinguishable from the animated cutscenes. Instead, they're low budget
videos the developers themselves recorded in order to assist in planning and animating cutscenes.
I was initially disappointed to learn what this would really be, but it didn't take long to realize that what we got was the greatest
thing I never knew I wanted.
You'd think the charm of the low budget production would wear out its welcome, but the variety of how they conveyed all the
more fantasy elements help keep the cutscenes entertaining. The developer's own skills during certain sequences are also a joy to
watch, the man who played Dante was partially impressive.
Unfortunately, but understandably, the cutscenes are all in Japanese only. There's no subtitles, either. They definitely can't
replace the regular cutscenes if you actually want to know what is happening with the story. If you can't understand Japanese,
the scenes that are primarily just the characters talking to each other will be pretty boring. Thankfully, scenes where it's literally
just them talking to each other aren't common.
Overall, I strongly recommend watching these cutscenes on a second playthrough as they're incredibly entertaining. The
developers should be proud of these.
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There is no place for any strategy in this game.
0. There is no tutorial so you will not know why you can not play cards (there is mana in this game)
1. You try level to check what kind of monster are there
2. You pick cards which counter them (for example fire ball against ice monsters)
3. You finish level two times two gather loot which YOU MUST have for next level
4. VERY LINEAT, no challange at all.
5. You finish 3 levels, get bored, uninstall, refund
. There is good material here for a futur gem, and here some of what i think should be added, or improved.
To add :
-Skill tree, experience gain and level up.
-Events on the map
-More zombie types (maybe zombie dogs and cats too)
-More detail on the map, variety (different sorts of trees, nice grass, lots of new objects, broken cars in the streets, etc etc etc)
-More weapons, especially snipers (with scope), rocket launcher, flamethrower, grenades.
-More energy for the character by default, to be able to run more.
-Night and day cycle
-Better procedurally generated system (some zones are empty).
If the dev adds already all this, the game will become fantastic.
Oh and for sure, cards and achievements too.
<3 Keep up the good work !!. Tormentor X Punisher is a top-down arcade shooter. I'd say that it's much like a louder and more
compact cousin of Nuclear Throne, with the progression being much quicker (although a little less fluid if you don't know what
you're doing) and arcade-oriented. It's a pretty damn good game considering the pricetag and it can keep you hooked for a
while, especially if you can get friends into it. Although, in terms of twin-stick shooters, it's decent at best. While it kept me
hooked, many of my friends got bored of it fast (as of today, I hardly play it anymore).
If you like top-down or fast-paced shooters that are easy to pick up, this is the game for you. The soundtrack is quite a banger,
so there's that too.. ever play those games that are just...bad? This is one of those, I bet the developer took a long time to make
this game, poor guy, too bad it sucks. Bad controls, bad gameplay, "meh" graphics, another RPG Maker game basically, note:
when using RPG maker stick to cartoon-ish games. Minimalistic mechanic, boring levels.. A challenging yet fully enjoyable
platform game but not better than inside,limbo or brothers but still fun. I'm not s big fun of puzzle games, but this one really got
me (watched on youtube first). Got the first endin with the ruins and really want to learn more. Dev please make the second part
with voice dialogs and more "story papers", its hard to get into the lore now (but its good!) because of small texts all the way
good game though, btw played Prelude story while getting through and liked it a lot too! Try it if you are goin to play Escape!. If
you are not into the linear loot grinding aspect of gaming, then you will probably not enjoy this game.
I have not played that many hours but at no point did I feel excited about the game, however I do believe that I am not the target
audience.
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